Cockaynes Wood Newsletter No. 16 April 2013
A newsletter of recent wildlife sightings and events at Cockaynes Wood and the
adjoining countryside.

Bird Notes

We have had a bewildering succession of weather in the last few weeks. On 21 st
March, spring appeared to be in the air, with Glyn reporting 9 Buzzards (above) seen
from Cut-throat Lane. Aerial display is how this species marks spring, and pairs could
be seen and heard over Alresford on sunny days at this time. Winter visitors were still
about though – the female Siskin photographed by Glyn stocking up on feeders at
Sunnymead while she still could.

The following day winter descended again with a vengeance, with heavy snowfalls. On
26th March Mo reported as many as 9 Snipe on the wetland ( a sure sign of unusual

conditions) . A female Marsh Harrier flew over , no doubt searching for weakened prey.
Amongst the waterfowl, breeding activity by Mallard, Coot and Mute Swans is likely to
have been slowed down by the freeze. Further afield, a Green Woodpecker was
photographed by Roger Robson in his garden at Weeley – his comments are that the
bird clearly knew where the old ants' nests were, even under snow!

There were few reports of summer migrants in the first week of April. Undoubtedly, the
bad weather extending into southern France and Spain will have delayed northward
progress for many birds. The first Willow Warbler appeared on the old sludge lagoon
(where a few pairs bred in 2012) on April 12th. By 17th April there were 6-8 singing
males in this same area, though not all of these are likely to remain to breed. First
Swallow, and 6 Sand Martin pairs, were at Sunnymead on 15th. On 17th Glyn saw a mix
of summer and winter birds : 2 Buzzards, 3 Willow Warblers, the 1 st Sedge Warbler ,
Yellow Wagtail and Common Tern – with a singing Brambling ( winter visitor) in
Cockaynes Wood! The same day I saw a Peregrine Falcon circling over the wetland,
perhaps the first record for the site and Glyn also reported pairs of Redshank, Lapwing
and Oystercatcher. The honour of reporting the first Nightingale from the site goes to
Diane Patey – also on 17th April (a busy day!) By 24th April Mo was able to report a
second Nightingale in Cockaynes Wood, as well as the 1 st in Villa Wood. Things are
beginning to happen. Who will see the first Cuckoo?
Many thanks to Glyn, Mo, David, Diane and Roger for their reports.

Bird of the Month: Song Thrush
The Song Thrush is a species that has caused conservationists a lot of concern
in the last 20 years or so. It is generally reckoned to have been badly affected by
farming intensification, perhaps also by poisoning of snails which (while not a
chief prey) may be relied on in dry weather when earthworms, their preferred
food, are unobtainable. My own impression is that, from a low ebb after a
succession of droughty summers, they had increased locally, maybe finding the
more dismal damp summers to their liking. In 2011 I counted about 20 singing
males in the village of Alresford. In 2012 I didn't count them; this year I have only
managed to find two so far, although in January (when this species starts
singing to stake out territories ) there seemed to be as many as ever. I can only

suppose that for some reason the unusual cycles of cold and very cold weather,
that we have all experienced in the last few months, has hit Song Thrushes
hard, whilst many other species seem to have survived relatively well. Is this to
do with Song Thrushes' particular dietary requirements? Did they fail to compete
for berries with the more robust Fieldfares and Blackbirds? Will we see a
resurgence in their numbers (maybe only if we have another damp summer?)
Alternatively, are the Song Thrushes all hiding somewhere? I'd love to hear from
anybody who has been seeing Song Thrushes in their garden, or anywhere else.

Butterfly of the Month: The Brimstone

The original “Butter-fly” (from its colour- of course), the Brimstone is one of the first
butterflies to be seen in the spring. It spends the winter as an adult butterfly, often
sheltering within the depths of a thick Ivy clump. It's not a particularly common butterfly
in NE Essex in my experience. Its local foodplant (i.e. what its caterpillar eats) is the
Alder Buckthorn shrub, which while quite common in Cockaynes Wood, is not very
widely distributed elsewhere. Alder Buckthorn has been planted next to Sunnymead

Farm, hence no doubt the presence of this lovely insect in Mo's garden! The next picture
is of a Brimstone chrysalis on an Alder Buckthorn twig (its the yellow structure on the
left– you would hardly recognise it as being anything other than part of the dried up leaf
in which it is wrapped.
Thanks to Mo for the pictures and observations.

Diary Dates
Cockaynes Wood Trust will be organising a Dawn Chorus Walk on the early morning
of Saturday 4th May (5.00 a.m. to 6.45 a.m.). This will include breakfast after the walk at
Alresford Village Hall. Booking is essential as numbers will be limited . A charge of £10
(£6 for children) will include breakfast. We have an excellent chance of hearing such
birds as Nightingale, Blackcap, Turtle Dove and many others. To book, or for further
information, please contact Robin by email (robin.cottrill@gmail.com) or by phone at
01206 826418.
The Cockaynes Wood Open Day will be on Saturday May 18th this year from 11.00 to
4.00, with guided walks, pond-dipping, refreshments and other activities such as polelathe displays. There will be ample parking in the old quarry yard. Please make a diary
note not to miss it!

Work Party News

“Men at Work” was the title of Lucy's photo, though as can be seen the boardwalk
project also requires some supervision! The work is subject to the Health and Safety rule
known as “You nod your 'ead and I'll 'it it”.
The original board walk took us a long time to build but this will probably take 3 or 4
times as long due to the slow construction method needed with plastic boards. Still, we
have some fun doing it. Next session is Sunday May 5th – our target is 2 whole
sections!
This monthly newsletter is available on request to anyone interested. All contributions of
wildlife observations will be welcomed by the Editor Robin Cottrill
(robin.cottrill@gmail.com) (tel 01206 826418).These can be from the Cockaynes Wood
site or surrounding area (Alresford, Wivenhoe or Elmstead). Please keep me supplied
with your wildlife observations!
For those with a particular interest in birds, the excellent website
http://www.wivenhoeforum.co.uk/discussion/1062/birds-of-wivenhoe
will provide recent bird news, discussion and pictures.

The Scarlet Elf-cup fungus was still showing on April 14 th as this photo shows.
Many thanks to Lucy and Tom for the photos.

